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 . Selvan of the Hindu Empire.. Both of them contributed to the success of the Hindu Tamil Empire,. The Tamil kings of the
Sangam age identified themselves as Chozhan which means emperor in Tamil. The term "Ullavel" was used by them to describe
their kingdom which is a sub category of the name "Chozhan". The second highest title of "Ullavel" was Chozhan Thampi. The

Tamils followed Indian customs and culture during the Sangam age and its period of their history known as Chozhan period.
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The Tamil kings also employed Indian mercenaries during this period. The Tamil army consisted of various types of weapons
and it was formed after the conquest of the entire country. The army of the Chozhan period consists of chariots, elephants,

horses, foot soldiers and various types of military weapons. It was also believed that the Hindu God was present in battles, and
they were also believed to possess the power to transform into different forms. The Tamil kings were also believed to be able to

meet in various forms and they were also believed to have a knowledge of astrology. The Sangam age has also contributed to
Tamil language and literature. The literature of the Sangam age reflects the earlier age of India, a period in India that can be

considered as a period of peace, glory and prosperity. The Sangam age is believed to be a period of peace, education and
prosperity among the Tamil people. The Tamil literature of the Sangam age uses the literary style called "kavya". It is written

using the metered stanza form that uses "Thani" as the basic metrical measure. It is written in the language that uses Tamil
grammar. The literature of the Sangam age shows the influence of the north Indian texts written during the Gupta period and the

different literary styles of the north Indians. The Sangam age also used the Tamil grammar which is similar to the Tamil
grammar of the age. The Vedic or sacred texts used in the Sangam age was called as "Purappadu", a place where the Vedas were

found. It is believed that the sacred texts were first discovered in this temple during the Chozhan period. The Sangam age
literature was written in the Tamil language, and it was originally not written in Tamil script. The written text used a system
called "Ezhu system" during the Chozhan period. It is a system of representing the consonant characters in a separate shape

called " 82157476af
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